
Tin can press 
The not so distant future: You 

thought you were done, BUT NO, we are parking 

cars AGAIN for the El Salvadorian Independence 

Day on September the eleventh, so it will be like a 

one day fair. 

When: September the eleventh 

What to bring: water bottle, extra tee shirt, 

sunscreen, lunch/dinner and wear your scout 

uniform and red hat. 

Where: the Montgomery county fair grounds 

The set up is September 10
th

, and you do not need 

you uniform then. In the morning there is an 

activity where we lift boxes of books from one 

place to another for the twin brook library. 

Other information: come in off of Dalmar 

Street, not Chestnut or the main gate. 

On September the 16th, we will be going 

on a caving campout. It’s going to be a lot of fun, 

and I hope for a large attendance.   

What to bring: apart from your regular gear, 

bring two flashlights, preferably one a high power 

head lamp, and of course, a water bottle. 

Where: we are going to be at camping at Laurel 

caverns, but as always we are meeting at the 

church.  

Other information:  we are all doing 

spelunking in the afternoon, but for the morning 

you have options. You can sit on your butt at 

camp, you can do the climbing merit badge so 

long as you do the pre requisites, and twelve 

years old or older, you can just do climbing for 

fun, and not get the badge, or you can do mini 

golf, which is five dollars.  

Past victories: survived the notorious fair! 

(Cue cheering) we have also had an article about 

us parking cars there in the gazette and the 

Washington post (both from Wednesday the 

twenty fourth, you can see them on the website) 

 

Random penguin fact: the emperor penguin, the 

largest breed of penguin, if attacked by a seal the 

rest of the waddle (yes, that is what it’s called) will 

attack, and usually kill the seal. Before they get in 

the water they will also push one penguin into the 

water, so if he is eaten, they know the water 

contains a predator.  

 

A scout parking cars at the 

fair

 
Laurel cavers, where we will be 

caving

 

This is a cat, with a water melon on his 

head. Not necessary, but hey, who doesn’t 

like watermelon head cats?? 

 


